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About This Game

Save the Lamb - is a hardcore 2D platformer with elements of survival. Imagine that you are a sheep, which in some
unthinkable way you have an opportunity to escape from your farm. Of course we can not miss the opportunity. In this game
you go through various levels for a small defenseless lamb. Collect hay to pass the levels but be careful on your way there are
many traps, so you are not given more than one attempt to pass the level. Contacting with any trap, you die and the level starts

over.

KEY FEATURES:

 A large number of various levels.

 Animated graphics.

 Simple, interesting gameplay.

 Unforgettable adventures.
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Title: Save the Lamb
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
TSS Studio
Publisher:
TSS Studio
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz+

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 6.0

Storage: 170 MB available space
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It's kind of boring.
Eventhough the controls are very simple, it doesn't really go hand in hand with what you want it to do which causes me to die
plenty of times in the game, which i do not enjoy.
It's got it's sense of humor but for gameplay, I wouldn't recommend it at all for anybody. Unless you want to play it very casually
and just for kicks, then maybe you would consider it for such a cheap price.. Ignite is arcade racing game with outdated
graphics, FPS are dropping as hell, it lacks 1440p support, it's relatively easy (but you need to fight for your position quiet hard
sometimes) and it's fun. Fun! What else do you need from a game for 10 \u20ac?. Needs more holes. Only 9 so far. Physics
seem a bit off. Almost as though the bumpers are made of foam. The balls don't bounce off them far enough. Music and SFX
were a bit obnoxious IMO. Other than that, I liked it. For $3 its worth it.. I got this when it was $2 on sale. Honestly this was
about the most boring DLC out of the bunch. It was not bad, it was not good, it was just plain blah. Although it was the first
DLC mission that progressed through two eras which was different. Sadly the two era thing was the most ineresting thing about
the mission.

The super computer building is not a good addition to your building library like other DLC buildings. Very doubtful you would
ever build it in a sandbox game except if you were going for the research achivement.

If you are not a fan of DLC for Tropico then you should stay away form this one as far as possible. If you liek the DLC stuff,
you are going to buy it anyways, lol.. Don't buy this game. I know its cheap on a regular basis, but don't buy it. Worst 2-5 dollars
you can spend.

What you should do is every time it comes on special put the equivalent amount away in a jar. Whan you have enough buy a
Call fof Duty or Medal of Honor game. Or better yet Far Cry 2 or Metro 2033.

You have been warned.. Ok only 7 hours in - but great music, suprisingly challenging combat with multiple classes of
characters, simple but variant weapon and armor crafting system. Skill progression very similar to the old Wow skill trees in
Cata expansion era. Numerous side quests, hidden goodies. Art style for me enjoyable, but not for everyone, very very similar to
Castle Crashers.

Make no mistake, I'm playing this game on regular mode and it is keeping me on my toes (and I have 40\/40 achieves on
Hammerwatch, including Hard mode Survival, I'm no slouch). Each battle plays like a mini MMORPG battle, sort of like the
trash mobs in WoW raid instances. Mechanics must be respected and there are a reasonable number of types of enemies that
like to hurt you in different ways, and if you don't pick up aggro, position\/re-position your characters responsively, manage
your abilities and cooldowns (particularly the Priesttess' heals), characters WILL die and you WILL get overwhelmed by mobs.

The writing isn't Tolkien but it's light, funny and the plot ticks along at a reasonable pace. Hard mode I anticipate would be
damn challenging.

Characters obtained so far: Knight, Priesttess, Hunter (starting trio), plus Rogue, Witch, Archer.

I have to say I bought this title thinking it had potential and it has delivered. Can't promise it will blow you away but a very solid
and highly enjoyable title. It doesn't look like there'd be a ton of replay value but extrapolating from my skill tree progression
and the fact I just started Act II, I'm guessing there's about 25-35 hours of game in here. Definitely have no hestiations
recommending it. Really look forward to more titles from this developer. Sentry Knight Tactics displays a highlevel of polish
and the meat of the combat is very enjoyable.

Pros: Colourful and accessible graphical style.
Combat is easy to learn but tough to master,
Good degree of challenge on normal difficulty.
Decent length, mutiple party members and can customize party.
Quality music, though number of tracks is limited.
For me so far, completley bug free.
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Cons: Overall a little simple in most regards. Pillars of Eternity this is not.
Can be a bit grindy (though personally found it balanced).
Customizabillity of party limited by Knight and Priestess being pretty much indispensible.

Overall = 9.0\/10

***Update- 16 hours in. Got the Warlock and the Shaman. The shaman is more demanding for positional requirements to keep
your team in range of her totems and use of her cooldowns but if you have the skill she's superior to Priestess as she can attack
and heal simultaneously. And yes combinging her and the priestess (the poor priestess needs a damaging holy spell or two) for
boss fights makes them a lot easier.

I have to admit the shammy surprised as I was expecting another plate wearer - instead there is one plate, 3 leather and 4 cloth
wearers. I feel the witch suffers a bit in terms of balance compared with the much preferable warlock. Eg. Why does the witch's
talent tree have her cooldowns decreasing only 1.5 per second compared with 2 per second for the warlock? The shaman is
really a surprise because she plays so differently compared with those 4. Plus her talent tree is beautifully illustrated - lots of
colour.

The knight, priestess, rogue and shaman are the most different classes requring the most individual skill, mechanics and
management to play ie. they play differently whereas all four of the witch, warlock, marksman and archer you pretty much play
them exactly the same way all 4 of them - straight up ranged pewpew. It's really a matter of taste which you go with (if you pick
any of them at all).

If you guys ever do an expansion (yes please), I would suggest dark knight (plate, slightly more risky tank), and maybe
something totally different like a minstrel. Oh, and a la Final Fantasy VI's Pheonix Cave and Kefka's Tower, the 8 party
members are BEGGING to be put on a storyline quest that splits the group into two parties that battle separately. Also, the
warlock and archer need lines - realize they aren't main storyline characters but they are well voiced would be nice to give them
some personality along with the other characters and involvement in the story.

Oh btw, one change that would REALLY help is if you can see all 8 party members from the equip screen - please look at
changing that in a patch, the inability to do so makes inventory management a bit of a pain at present.. got it super cheap but
like... Dont waste your time.. Remember art class from Bully? Well, it's kind of like that.
It's a fun little indie game, where your goal is to encircle and thereby capturing the for structures across 12 levels. During each
level you have to face a handful of threats, and can collect powerups to help you succeed more easily.
There's a couple little things that I found strange in the game, such as how blood bats were referred to as 'dragons', but I found
game to be a rather enjoyable for killing some time, especially for the price it's being sold at.

Also, this game has dragons. ��. Great but this game needs a save feature so badly!
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Played first play through in Russian. Then 10 minutes into the game I was destroyed by the huge bases near the center. 10/10
Try playing the game (if its your first time playing) in Russian. Also if you do not want Russain click the Russian flag in the
main menu. Great game for a dollar.

Edit: Be very careful of the bases you need to beat to win. The picture is not lying about how many turrets are there xd. I had
very high hopes for this game and the developer obiously has a lot of potential but I was not satisfied by it. The campaign can
feel very tedious, even boring at times, with a lot of the colour and fun of the period lost in clunky micro management. The
campaign management screen is overly complex and difficult to use. I was really looking for a wargame but instead I got a kind
of economic simulator. On top of this the game crashes constantly, and having checked the steam forum there is no way for me
to fix this right now. I'm afraid I regret spending my money on this one. such a good game makes you feel like your in toy land.
10\/10 Would witness again the cognitive dissonance involved with murdering one's child, coupled with the illogical support of
one close friend who claims the events that are about to transpire are in fact dignified.

This "experience" is such a leftist pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it terminated its self and crashed to my
desktop after about 3 minutes into the "simulation," which ironically is what individuals who openly and actively support the pro-
choice movement should do.. terminate themselves.

I'm going to go out on a limb here and guess the developer of this literal abortion is effectively attempting to protest the actions
of the current president. Now I understand you people aren't ones for understanding facts, but the "right" to murder your
children isn't under attack. Emperor Trump has only decided to stop funding abortions outside of the continental USA. Which
begs the question, in what sane and logical world would you ever fund abortion programs in other countries? Secondly, the
cuckservative position on abortion is rather simple... You can kill babies all you want, but the state and the taxpayer shouldn't be
forced to pay for your immoral actions.

Now don't get me wrong, I'm all for supporting a women's freedom of choice and control over their bodies... As long as they
aren't consenting to the dissection, and brutal destruction of people that are developing separately from their parent. With
unique DNA structures... Those "partially" formed globs of cells that you disgusting wretches refuse to recognize as human life.

Now, back to the freedom and choice of women, if you consider birth rates, about 50% of pregnancies are female. Therefore
roughly 50% of abortions ( when you don't consider other social variables ) are performed on female children. Therefore, one
out of every two abortions takes away the rights of a woman. It takes away her right to control her body. It takes away her right
to choose anything in the future. It takes away a right more fundamental than the right to choose - the right to not be killed.

Now I know what you're going to say, Women will die of unsafe abortions if we make it illegal. That's a great argument, and
you're a sociopath if that's how you think. Currently, people are dying because of these laws. According to world meters, 3.6
million people have already been terminated through abortions This year alone. Once again I stress my original point regarding
COGNITIVE DISSONANCE. Studies show that RU-486 and current abortion practices can cause continued bleeding and
infection, coupled with the direct correlation between abortion and suicide, deaths from legal abortions surpass the threat of
"illegal alleyway" abortions due to both the frequency and availability of your precious murder factories.

Now let me guess you're probably trying to rally around the fact that these young women's lives will be devastated. Great back to
the cognitive dissonance. We cannot choose one person's convenience over another person's life you filthy degenerates.

You are most likely virtue signaling at this point, and you are going to bring up\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and
incest which by the way was never a dominant issue, considering how statistically rare the occurrence is. And if rapists typically
don't deserve the death penalty then why does the completely innocent child deserve such a fate. And you're going to revert to
psychological well-being which is an invalid argument. Studies and statistics show Abortion = high suicide rate
\/\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665= high suicide rate. Abortion +\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665=
Extremely high suicide rate, you catch my drift, you moron?

Now I know people are going to mention this "it's a fetus, not a human" Fantastic argument f**k Face. Basic biology states that
a species reproduces with its kind. That "fetus" is a gestation stage for a human baby. Using the argument that they are not, in
fact, a human, is like saying that a newborn infant isn't a human as it doesn't resemble an adult. The development of a human
being begins as soon as the egg fertilizes. This fertilized egg, being a cell, immediately starts the process of building a human.
That is unless some selfish creature decides they'd rather pass their self around like a F**k doll for another ten years while
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having no regard for the implications of their actions and decides to visit their local baby butcher.

The moral of this story is this. Nasa can go looking for single-celled organisms to locate life in the universe, but if that life has
the potential to affect your expendable income, it should be destroyed.

Or if you are looking for a unique way to become a hero to the pro-choice movement what better way to do it than to have an
abortion entirely filmed in a 3-D medium and be the first person to project your broken, and degenerate world view into the VR
platform. It's groundbreaking, unfortunately...

 - SOMEONE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING DIED TO CREATE THIS EXPERIENCE

And finally a message to the stars of our show:

F**k you, you don't deserve to procreate. And with that said, if you have no desire to pass on your genetic code and adequately
invest in the prosperity of the next generation. Then you should have no god damn say in the governance of society as you have
no stock in the future. So, get out of our way, we have a better world to build for our children, you don't matter.. The Test
Servers are boring. Yes you get to test new things out & thats it.
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